[A new method for isolation and culture of tracheal epithelial cell of mice].
Since most of the respiratory epithelial cell lines are descended from neoplastic tissues or have been fused with neoplastic cells when being selected to a cell line, their biological behaviors are far different from normal respiratory epithelial cells. Aiming at better reflecting the biological properties of epithelial cells under respiratory pathological conditions, our study probed into a new isolation technique and culture method of mice respiratory epithelial cell. Pronase was applied for cell isolation from mouse trachea, and a modified medium with collagen-coated plate for primary culture. The ciliary movement can be observed under microscope, which demonstrates that the original biological functions of the tracheal epithelial cell have been reserved with our method. The research presents the efficacy, convenience and reliability of the separation technique and culture method established by this study, and laying preferable condition for cell models of respiratory diseases. Meanwhile, this method may be used for other animal models.